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Details of Visit:

Author: Conwy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Sep 2012 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1.5
Amount Paid: 625
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Roxxy
Website: http://www.roxxy.co.uk/
Phone: 07950911436

The Premises:

We met at Roxxy's apartment in a large block.
It was easy to find and enter: I just walked to the lift and found her room, which was clean and neat.
The area is very safe.

The Lady:

Roxxy is tall, blonde, statuesque and with that beautiful facial type common to many Russian and N
European ladies. I had asked if she could wear something like the summer dress shown in her
gallery and she wore the exact one - wow! While I was showering, Roxxy changed into some
fishnets and Rigby & Peller underwear, being more practical for what was to follow. Roxxy looked
just like her gallery pictures in that dress, albeit with slightly shorter hair.

The Story:

This was actually a duo booking with Roxxy's friend, Angie George, who I have met three times
before and the price was for the two of them. (The second phone number is Angie's) So, instead of
my usual need to talk for ages to get to know a lady, we only talked for several minutes before the
action commenced.
Roxxy rapidly entered into the spirit of the occasion and is a truly outgoing, friendly, funny, lady,
who just oozes sex appeal,

Roxxy has been on my radar for months but her trips to London did not conveniently match my
plans. However, I noted from her profile that she was doing duos with Angie George this week,
having not, as expected, returned to Spain on the 22nd. I have already seen Angie 3 times and
knew how well they get on. So, I contacted Angie yesterday on the off-chance that they would both
be free today and, surprisingly, they were. Great for me.

So, I turned up with a bottle of wine (mistake: take 2 next time) to find Roxxy in her summer dress
and Angie in a two-piece business suit. Both ladies towered over me in their heels.
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I showered while the ladies changed into underwear, leaving me wondering where I would begin.
Given that it was a bit like Russia meets Essex in the disguise of Cameron Diaz and Courteney
Cox, with much more impressive superstructure, there was a lot of visual impact to confuse my
brain. Angie told me to leave it to them to conduct the proceedings, which seemed like a good idea.

We started with two-way and three-way kissing and groping in all combinations and a short burst of
getting me worked up before MC Angie informed me that it was time for me to pay attention to
Roxxy, which I did. It took me a short while to learn how Roxxy likes her RO but I got there. Then it
was Angie's turn, Roxxy's again, then Angie's again, with the ladies doing their best to turn me on
while I was busy with them.
Then the wine ran out, so Roxxy shot out to get some more, leaving Angie to entertain me but
under strict instructions to save me for Roxxy, which she did.
Some gulps of wine later and the PSE stuff started. This is where sensory overload can easily
interfere with the memory, so I hope that I have not forgotten anything. Angie had already decided
that Roxxy was going to be the one being on the receiving end but before we got that far the
camera came out for some explicit pictures. I enjoyed a four-lips BJ and other treats before Angie
sat on my face while Roxxy rode me. I cannot accurately recall the full extent of all the
hands/lips/boobs experience, but there was a whole lot of it. Then I had the chance to concentrate
on Roxxy one-on-one, with Angie spanking me encouragingly.
There followed a wind-down drink and leisurely chat, including some education in bra sizing, so
that, by the time I eventually dressed and left, we had over-run by half an hour, which the girls off-
set against my photography fee.
If the opportunity arises, I highly recommend these two beautifully mature ladies as a duo booking.
There will never be a dull second, I assure you, since they are both very funny, outgoing, characters
and are very, very horny girls.
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